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REPRESENTATIONS OF BAER »-SEMIGROUPS

STANLEY P. GUDDER AND JOHN R. MICHEL

Abstract. Various types of Hubert space representations for a Baer '-semigroup S

are defined. The representations are characterized in terms of '-positive functions

on S which possess additivity and consistency properties.

1. Introduction. In this paper we characterize those Baer »-semigroups that admit

various types of representations in Hubert space. These characterizations are

formulated in terms of the existence of »-positive functions possessing certain

properties. Such formulations have been used for general semigroups and »-semi-

groups [1], [10], [12], but the additional properties needed for Baer »-semigroups

have not been previously considered.

Representations of Baer »-semigroups are not only of interest in their own right,

they can be important in the study of quantum logics [7], [11], [13], [18] and

operational quantum mechanics [2], [3], [7], [9]. Because of the intimate connection

between Baer »-semigroups and orthomodular lattices [5], [6], representations of the

former can provide embeddings of the latter [8]. This connection is not only of a

purely mathematical character; it also results from a deeper understanding of the

physical meaning of "operation" in quantum mechanics [15], [16]. For this reason,

representations of Baer »-semigroups may be physically interpreted as representa-

tions of the set of operations for a quantum system. One then obtains a representa-

tion theory which is more fundamental than the usual representation theory for the

C*-algebra of bounded observables for a quantum system [4], [9].

2. Definitions and notation. Let S be a Baer »-semigroup [5], [15] whose set of

closed projections we denote by P'(S) and let L(H) denote the set of bounded

linear operators on a complex Hilbert space H. For A E L(H), A' denotes the

orthogonal projection onto the null space of A. A *-representation p of S in H is a

map p: S -> L(H) satisfying

p(0) = 0,       p(l) = /, (1)

p(st) = p(s)p(t)   for all s, t G S, (2)

p(5») = p(s)*    for all sES, (3)

||p(ä)|| < 1    for all s G S. (4)
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We now define various types of »-representations. A weak Baer *-representation

of S is a »-representation p for which

p(e') = p(e)'   for all e E P'(S). (5)

A Baer *-representation of S is a »-representation p for which

p(j') = p(s)'   for all s £ S. (6)

A weaA: a*-representation of S is a »-representation p satisfying

if e, G P'(5) are mutually orthogonal, i = 1,2, ... , and ,_,

\fe¡ exists, then p(Ve,) = 2p(e,).

A o*-representation of S is a Baer »-representation p satisfying (7).

A »-representation p: S -* L(.r7) is cyc//c if there exists an x E H such that the

linear hull of {p(s)x: s G S} is dense in //. It is not difficult to show that any

»-representation p is a direct sum of cyclic ones and that these cyclic representa-

tions preserve (5), (6), or (7) if they hold for p. For this reason, we shall mainly

restrict our attention to cyclic »-representations.

A bounded complex-valued function <¡> on S is *-positive if <i>(0) = 0 and for any

finite collections {a,, . . . , \) Q C, {sx, . . ., s„} ç S, we have

i \KAtsfsj) > 0.
f,y«i

Notice that if r> is »-positive and t G S, then the function <f>,(s) = Q(t*st) is also

»-positive. A »-positive function </> is additive if <¡>,(e) + <t>,(e') = <f>,0) for every

t E S, e G P'(S), and <i> is o-additional (or normal) if <J> is additive and for any

sequences e, G P'(5) which are mutually orthogonal and V,°l„e¡ exists for n

sufficiently large, we have

lim  <t>Á V e¡\ =0   for every f G 5.

Lemma 1. Let $ be a * -positive function on S.

(a) Ife,f G P'(S) We/ = /e, /A<?h <#*) + <K/) - <K</) < <K<? V/)-
(b) <¡> is additive if and only if for any finite set of mutually orthogonal e¡ E P'(S),

i = 1, . . ., n, <t>t(\Ze¡) = 2<í>,(e,)/w every t E S.

(c) <i> is o-additive if and only  if for every sequence of mutually  orthogonal

e¡ G P'(S) such that V,°l„e, exists for every n, 4>,(Ve¡) = 2^,(e,-) for every t E S.

Proof, (a) Take sx = e \/ f, s2 = e, s3 = f, s4 = ef, Xx = X4 = -1, A2 = X3 = 1,

in the definition of a »-positive function,

(b) If ex ± e2, then from (a) we have

<t>,(e\) + <í»t(4) - <¡>,(e'xe2) < <¡>t(e'x V e'2).

Assuming <f> is additive gives

[*,(1) - ^(e,)] + [^((1) - <J»,(e2)] -[*,(!) - *((e,^)0]

<<,,(!)- ^((eî V e2)').
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Using De Morgan's laws and rearranging gives <f>t(ex V e2) < <$>,(ex) + ^t(ej). The

opposite inequality follows from (a),

(c) If <i> is <j-additive, then

*,(V*,) = <*>,( V e\ + <*>,(    V   e\ = ¿ *(*) +J   V   e,).
\ / — 1     / \ i - n +1     /        / = ] \ i = n + 1     /

Hence,

lim
n—»oo

<fr,(Ve,) - S *,(«,)
( = i

= lim J   V   «,) = 0.   D

We say that a »-positive function </> is consistent if <í>(j*s) = 0 implies that

r^s') = <j>(l). In a Baer »-semigroup, s*s = 0 implies s' = 1. Hence, a consistent

»-positive function is one that respects the prior implication. For example, if <i> is

faithful (<¡>(s*s) = 0 implies i = 0), then <f>, is consistent for every t E S. Indeed,

<¡>¡(s*s) = 0 implies that f|>[(í/)*íí] = 0. Hence, st = 0 so that s't — t and

<¡>t(s') = <¡>(t*s't) = r>(í*í) = <f>,(l).

In the next paragraph we shall define </> to be strongly consistent if limits of certain

»-positive functions derived from <£> are consistent.

Let f> be a »-positive function on S and let {c,, . . ., cm) Ç C, {tx, . . . , tm} C S.

Define the function <í>, = <¡>{c¡, t¡} by <¡>x(s) = ^kjCkCrM.tkSt¡). It is not hard to show

that f>, is again »-positive. Now let {cx,. . . , c^k)) ÇC, {tx, . . ., tk(k)] Q S,

k = 1, 2, . . ., be a sequence of finite sets and let <¡>k = <¡>{ck, tk}. We say that the

sequence <f>k converges if

lim   fc(l) = Re    lim    2 qfeW)
AC—»00 k, (—»00     ¡   :

It can be shown using the techniques of Theorem 2 to follow, that if $k converges,

then lim^^, <¡>k(s) exists for every s E S. It is clear that the function 4>(s) =

lim^^^ <t>k(s) is again »-positive on S. We call i|/ a limit function for <£. We say that

<¡> is strongly consistent if every limit function for r> is consistent.

3. Representation theorem.

Theorem 2. (a) Let p: S —» L(H) be a *-representation, x G H, and <p(s) =

(p(s)x, x}, s E S. If p is weak Baer, weak o, Baer, or o, respectively, then <¡> is an

additive, o-additive, strongly consistent, o-additive strongly consistent, respectively,

^-positive function.

(b) Conversely, if </> is an additive, o-additive, strongly consistent, or o-additive

strongly consistent, respectively, *-positive function on S, then there exists a weak

Baer, weak o, Baer, a, respectively, *-representation p: S —» L(H) which is cyclic with

cyclic vector x E H such that 4>(s) = (p(s)x, x) for all s E S.

(c) There exists an injective *-representation of each of the previous types if and

only if there exists a separating set of *-positive functions of the prior corresponding

type.
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Proof, (a) We first show that <¡>(s) = (p(s)x, x} is »-positive. Clearly, <j>(0) — 0

and </> is bounded by Schwarz's inequality. Moreover,

2^*^) = 2 Vv<p(s,K pO.)*>

= (2WX' 2\pU)*)

= |2\p(*,H|2>o.

If p is a weak Baer »-representation, then <f> is additive since for e E P'(S), f G S,

we have

<¡>,(e) + <t>,(e') = (p(t*et)x, x} + (p(t*e't)x, x>

= (p(e)p(t)x, p(t)x} + <p(e)'p(t)x, p(t)x}.

Now p(e) is an orthogonal projection since p(e)2 = p(e2) — p(e) = p(e») = p(e)*.

Hence, p(e) + p(e)' = / and

<j>,(e) + </>,(<?') = <p(t)x, p(t)x} - <p(t*t)x, x} = <f>,(l).

If p is a weak a »-representation, then p is a weak Baer »-representation, so <f> is

additive. Moreover, </> is a-additive since for e¡ E P'(S) satisfying the requirements

of the definition we have

*( .Vi *')= (p( ,Vi e)p^x'p(i)jc)

/   oo y oo

= ( 2 f>(e,)p(t)x, p(t)x\ = 2 <p(eM')x, p(t)x}

= 2 ||p(*,-)p(0*II2 < Hp(<HI2-
i=i

Since the infinite series converges,

lim  </>,( V e() =  lim   f l|p(e,)p(0*ll2 = 0.
n-»oo        \¡**m     I        n-»oo ;_n

Suppose p is a Baer »-representation and xp is a limit function for <f>. Then there

exist sets {ck,. . . , c*w} ç C, {/,*, ..., /*w} Ç 5 such that <¡>k = <¡>{ck, tk) con-

verges and \p(s) = lim <¡>k(s) for every s E S. Let jc, = 2,c*p(/*)x. Then xt is

Cauchy since

lim   \\xk - x,\\2 =   lim   [||*,||2 + \\x,\\2 - 2 Re<*„ x,}]
k, /-»oo K, /—»oo

= 2[ lim llxjl2-   lim    ReO*,*,)]
L «—»oo *, /—»oo J

= 2

= 2

lim   2 ^/<P('**'/)*>*>
C^OO      i j

-   hm    R-2«^*<p0/V)x,x>

lim  fc(l) - Re    lim    2 #>('/*'/)1 = 0.
;—»oo K, /—»oo    ¡i
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Suppose that lim xk = x0 E H. Then

t},(s) = lim <¡>k(s) = lim<p(í)^, xk} = {p(s)x0> x0}.

If \¡/(s*s) = 0, then ||p(s);c0||2 = 0, so that p(s)x0 = 0. Hence, p(s')x0 = p(s)'x0 = x0

and

t(s') = <p(s')x0, x0) = ||x0||2 = ^(1).

It follows that <f> is strongly consistent. If p is a ©-»-representation, the results are

similar.

(b) Let </> be a »-positive function on S. Let

lx(S)= [f:S^C:\\f\\= 2 L/WI<oo)
I J^O I

where we identify /, g G lx(S) if f(s) = g(s) for all s ¥= 0. Define addition and

scalar multiplication pointwise in lx(S), define f*(s) =f(s*) for all s G S, and

define

(/*)(*) = 2 {Är)g(t): r,tES,rt = s).

Then lx(S) is a Banach »-algebra [8], [10], [17] and every / G lx(S) has a unique

representation / = 2c,<5(j,), c, G C, [ô(j)](î) = 8SI (the Kronecker delta). If we

define w: /,(£) -» C by w(/) = 2c,<f>(.y,), then w is linear. Also, w is positive since

n

«(/7) = 2 c^sfSj) = hm    2  CfCjÚsfs,) > 0.

By the GNS theorem [4] there exist a Hilbert space H and a cyclic »-representation

II: lx(S) -» L(-fY) with cyclic vector x such that t¿(f) = <n(/)x, jc> for all / G

lx(S). Define p: S -> L(//) by p(j) = II[fi(s)]. Then it is not difficult to show that p

is a cyclic »-representation of S in H with cyclic vector x, and (p(s) = <p(i)x, jc>.

Now suppose that <f> is additive. Then for e G P'(S) we have for every t E S

{P(e)p(t)x, p(t)x} = <p(í*eí)*> *> = <í>,(«)

= <,,(1) - <¡>,(e') = <[/ - P(e')]p(t)x, p(t)x).

Since 7 — p(e) — p(e') is an orthogonal projection, it follows that

||[/-p(e-)-p(e')]p(f)*H2 = 0.

Hence, [/ — p(e) — p(e')]p(t)x = 0. Since linear combinations of vectors p(t)x,

t E S, are dense in H, we have p(e') = I — p(e) = p(e)'. The proof that the

a-additivity of r> implies that p is a weak »-representation is similar [14].

Now suppose that <i> is strongly consistent. To prove (6), since ss' = 0, we have

p(s)p(s') = 0. This shows that if p(s')x0 = x0 for x0 E H, then p(s)x0 = 0. Con-

versely, suppose that p(s)x0 = 0. Since x is cyclic, there exists a sequence xk =

Uf¿\ckp(tk)x such that lim xk = x0. For the sequence {cf} Q C, {/*} Ç S, k =

1, 2, ..., let <^>fc = 4>{ck, /,*}. Since xk is Cauchy, we have
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lim   ^(1) =  lim   2 ^>(<**'/)
fc-»oo K-»oo    ¡ j

=  Hm   2 ckCj\p(tk'tk)x, x}
*-»00      ¡j

=  lim ll^ll2 = I[   lim   \\xk - x,\\2 + 2 Re    lim  <**, x,}]
K-»oo ¿ L k, /-»oo fc, /-»oo J

= Re    lim    2c/c>(f/Y)-
fc, /-»OO      ¡j

Henee, <¡>k converges and

*P(s) = lim <¡>k(s) = lim<p(í)xt, xk} = (p(s)x0> x0).

Therefore, \p(s*s) = ||p(5)x0||2 = 0. Since </> is strongly consistent,

||p(*')x0||2 = <p(s')x0, x0) = *fV) = *(1) = ||x0||2.

Hence, p(s')x0 = x0. It follows that p(s') = p(s)'.

(c) Suppose that p: S -» ¿(77) is an injective »-representation. If í ^ t, then

p(j) ^ p(/). Hence, there exists a vector x E H such that <p(j)x, x> ¥= <p(/)x, x>.

It follows that the set of »-positive functions {<p(-)x, x>: x E H) separates

elements of S. If p is a »-representation of a certain type, it follows from part (a)

that the previous »-positive function is of the corresponding type. Conversely,

suppose there exists a separating set {<¡>a} of strongly consistent »-positive functions

on 5. By part (b), there exists a cyclic Baer »-representation pa: S—* L(Ha)

corresponding to each <¡>a. Let H = © Ha and define p: 5 -» L(H) by [p(s)f](a) =

pa(s)f(a) for every / G H. It is not difficult to show that p is a Baer »-representa-

tion of S in H. To show that p is injective, suppose that s, t G S and s ¥= t. By

hypothesis, there exists a </>a such that <¡>a(s) ¥= <t>„(0- Let / G 77 be defined by

/a(/?) = xa5ai8 where xa is the cyclic vector for pa. Then

<p(j)//>  = <Pa(s)xa, Xa}  = <i»a(i) ¥■ *a(t) = <p(/)//>.

Hence, p(i) ^ p(i) and p is injective. The proofs for the other types of »-positive

functions are similar.    □

The existence of Baer »-representations for finite Baer »-semigroups becomes

much simpler. In this case one only needs a »-positive function </> such that </>{c„ /,}

is consistent for all finite sets {c,,. . . , cn) Q C, {/,, ...,/„} ç. S.

One can also consider the unitary equivalence of representations, subrepresenta-

tions, the irreducibility of representations, the unitary implementation of automor-

phisms, etc. [14]. In particular, it can be shown that the cyclic representation of S

corresponding to a »-positive function <f> is unique to within unitary equivalence

[14]. These results, along with their proofs, follow closely to those for C »-algebras.
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